Gondola AMPS Therapy
for Parkinson's Disease

Move better, live better

REGAIN INDEPENDENCE WITH AMPS
Gondola’s Automated Mechanical Peripheral Stimulation (AMPS)
therapy is an innovative, and
non-invasive, at-home therapy for
neurological disorders. The therapy is applied using the Gondola®
Home Device and reduces freezing, bradykinesia, rigidity, and risk
of falling. After just one session, an
increase in patients' mobility can
be observed, and long-term benefits can be experienced with regular use of the device every two to
three days.
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UNDERSTANDING THE SCIENCE
Gondola® AMPS is a therapy that is designed for regular and lifelong use
and is compatible with pharmacological treatments or Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS) for Parkinson’s disease patients. The therapy consists of a 2 minute stimulation cycle that applies pressure pulses on two specific points on
both feet, using the Gondola® Home Device. The mechanical stimulation
helps activate the motor control areas of the brain that are responsible for
walking and balance. A personalized Home Device is configured by a Gondola-trained therapist to ensure that the stimulations are delivered at the
proper locations of the feet. The effects of the therapy can be felt immediately.
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Gondola Medical Technologies is committed to producing unbiased scientific evidence on the effectiveness of
Gondola AMPS therapy. The safety
and efficacy of the therapy have been
documented in clinical research studies of over 300 Parkinson's disease
patients. The studies indicated that
with regular use, increased walking
speed, faster timed up-and-go (TUG),
increased stride length, more symmetrical gait, improved turning capabilities, and improvements in dynamic
balance could be observed.

REGAIN MOVEMENT WITH GONDOLA® AMPS
1

CONTACT US: for an initial evaluation by phone or e-mail.

2

BOOK AN APPOINTMENT: 2 assessments
are recommended for patients.

3

TRY AMPS THERAPY AT A PARTNER CENTER

4

EVALUATE RESULTS

5

SCAN FEET AT THE PARTNER CENTER to prepare

personalized insoles.

6

GET YOUR OWN DEVICE

7

CONTINUE THE
THERAPY AT HOME

GONDOLA MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES
Gondola Medical Technologies is an
innovative MedTech company based at
Biopôle campus in the Canton of Vaud,
Switzerland. As a therapeutic company, Gondola strives to make Gondola AMPS therapy the standard of
care in treating walking and balance
impairments due to neurological disorders. The company has focused its
efforts on Parkinson’s disease, stroke,
and cerebral palsy rehabilitation. Currently, patients can obtain the device in Switzerland, Italy, and France,
and Gondola Medical Technologies
aims to be available in the US in 2022.
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FAQ
Why does my medical professional not know about Gondola
AMPS therapy, despite its proven effectiveness?

1.

Gondola Medical Technologies is a young company with an
innovative therapy approach and is therefore not part of the
standard treatment procedures of neurologists. We are actively working on making Gondola AMPS therapy the standard
of care and raising awareness among medical professionals.
We have a scientific advisory board with key opinion leaders
specialized in treating patients with neurological disorders.
Do you provide warranties and post-purchase assistance?

2.

The Gondola® Home Device is covered by the Gondola Medical Technologies legal warranty for conformity defects for two
years from the date of delivery. There are no conventional or
commercial warranties. Our Customer Care Team is available
for any post-purchase assistance you may require.
Can the Gondola® Home Device be carried on an airplane
while traveling?

3.

Yes, the Gondola® Home Device can be carried on a plane in
the overhead compartment. The device comes in a small carrier bag upon purchase that you can use for travel. The light
and convenient design of the Gondola® Home Device allows
you to take it with you wherever you go.
Can two different patients with similar disorders or conditions use the same device?

4.

No, as the Gondola® Home Device is a personalized device
adapted to each patient's specific requirements, it cannot be
shared with other patients.
Is there any disease or conditions for which Gondola® Medical
Device is not recommended?

5.

Gondola® Medical Device is not recommended for patients with:
ulcers, skin lesions, amputations, or in case of recent bone fractures in the areas of stimulation (the toes and the metatarsal
of the feet), severe diabetic vasculopathy, joint disease gouty,
chronic mental retardation, consolidated dementia or cognitive
deficits, serious heart diseases and relevant psychopathologies.
Moreover, patients with multiple sclerosis or amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) do generally not respond to the treatment.

Is the therapy with the Gondola® Home Device the same as I
received at the Partner Center by the therapist?

6.

Even though the Gondola® Professional Device at the Partner Centers may look different, the same Gondola AMPS therapy is delivered through your personalized Gondola® Home
Device. In fact, the Gondola® Home Device is even more
adapted to your specific needs, as we will have developed a
personalized in-sole, and the device has been configured according to your anatomy.
Should I walk while wearing the Gondola® Medical Device?

7.

No, the Gondola® Home Device is designed to be used while
seated and with the legs bent at a 90-degree angle two to three
times a week. Do not move, lift, or turn the device while using
the device. We provide each patient with detailed instructions.
Can I regularly do the therapy in one of your Partner Centers
without having to purchase the device?

8.

The efficacy of Gondola AMPS therapy on the patient is assessed in 2 appointments at one of our partner centers.
This allows us to evaluate the results and to develop a personalized Gondola® Home Device that is adapted to each patient.
Purchasing the device is the only long-term therapy option.
Will the therapy still provide benefits in the coming months
and years throughout my life?

9.

Gondola AMPS is a lifelong therapy with sustained benefits
over time. However, recalibrations of the device may be required to ensure steady results.
Is Gondola AMPS therapy related to acupuncture, foot
reflexology or any Chinese traditional practice?

10.

Gondola️ AMPS therapy is a new approach with solid scientific evidence. The mechanical stimulation applied by Gondola®️ Medical Device helps activate the motor control areas
of the brain that are responsible for walking and balance: the
treatment does not have any similarity with acupuncture, foot
reflexology, or traditional Chinese practices.
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